
PROFILE 
David has worked in over 60 countries as a cameraman, producer and 
photographer. Clients include major television networks such as National 
Geographic, the BBC, PBS, Discovery and VSOD clients such as Curiosity Stream. 
With a long track record of working in the broadcast industry, David has also 
worked with various NGO’s to produce films to promote positive change and that 
most recently included creating a media package (feature documentary, photo 
collection and website) to aid Tibetan refugees, but has also worked as an 
undercover operative in Japan, Costa Rica and China for the Environmental 
Investigation Agency to document the illegal trade in wildlife. 

RECENT EXPERIENCE  
Feature Documentaries 

The Dark Illuminates The Light-  A biography of artist Alan Magee, 
documenting his work giving a voice forgotten victims of war and conflict. 
(Producer and Director of Photography) 

Lowell Thomas-  A biography of the legendary newsman and broadcaster that 
made famous Lawrence of Arabia and shaped modern broadcast journalism. 
(Producer and Director of Photography) 

Out Of This World-  A re-edit of film about a 1949 expedition to Tibet to meet 
the 14yr old Dalai Lama. (Producer and Photographer for accompanying book 
and photo exhibit) 

The Boys That Said No-  The untold stories of the men that resisted the draft 
during the Vietnam War (Director of Photography) 

Slingshot-  A biography of inventor Dean Kamen and his work to provide clean 
drinking water (Director of Photography) 

Television  

Pentagon 9/11-  A PBS / Nat Geo Special telling the untold stories of the 9/11 
attack on the Pentagon (Director of Photography) 

Natural World-  Numerous episodes for this premier BBC natural history series 
including stories on bears, walrus, cassowaries and crocodiles (Director of 
Photography and Field Producer) 
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PBS NOVA, Nazi Attack on America-  An expedition story charting the search 
for a missing WWII German submarine by deep sea explorer Bob Ballard, famous 
for his discovery of the Titanic (Director of Photography) 

The Ghosts of Pearl Harbor-  A remake of National Geographic’s Special on 
the attack at Pearl Harbor to mark the 75th anniversary (Director of Photography) 

Secrets Of Our Living Planet-  A BBC natural history and science series 
documenting the important links between planet and animals throughout the 
natural world (Director of Photography) 

Sunrise Earth-  A long term series for Discovery Channel capturing sunrises at 
spectacular locations around the world (Director of Photography) 

Online based delivery (VSOD) 

Big Picture Earth-  A 20 part series documenting iconic landmarks around the 
globe. Shot and delivered in 4k (Director of Photography for series) 

EDUCATION 
North Staffordshire University, UK- Degree in Photography 

SKILLS 
David is well known as an award winning Director of Photography / 
Cinematographer through his work documenting stories that include 

Natural history and science based subjects 

Expeditions 

Human interest stories, particularly with sensitive subject matter 

Commercials and features 

Scripted / non-scripted television series 

David also works as a Producer for major clients, especially in challenging 
environments or on expeditions where crews sizes are limited. 

Originally trained as a documentary Photographer, David is currently working on a 
book and photographic exhibit documenting the plight of Tibet since the invasion by  
China. 



AWARDS 
Winner of two Emmy’s  

• Cinematography (Nat Geo’s Untamed Americas) 

• Achievement in Documentary Filmmaking (Nat Geo’s Realm of the Great White 
Bear) 

Emmy nomination for Cinematography  (Nat Geo’s Realm of the Great White 
Bear) 

BAFTA  for Cinematography (BBC’s Attenborough series Life In Cold Blood) 

EQUIPMENT 
David is very familiar with the latest camera technologies, shooting most film 
projects for 4K delivery and is a registered Phantom camera technician (trained at 
Abelcine). He regularly uses stabilized gimbals such as the Letus Helix. 

David also reviews new camera for Nikon and uses their best systems for stills 
assignments.  

Equipment available through David includes 

Video cameras- RED, Panasonic, Sony and Phantom (high-speed / slow-motion) 

Stills camera- Extensive Nikon kit 

Full sound kit 

Extensive LED lighting package 

A wide selection of grip gear from stabilized gimbals to camera dollies and other 
support equipment 

Expedition support gear / clothing for most extreme environments  

4WD vehicle and trailer for accessing locations and gear transport 

OTHER INFORMATION 
LinkedIn profile-  www.linkedin.com/in/expeditioncamera 

StaffMeUp Profile- http://staffmeup.com/profile/davidwright 

Natural History Network profile-  http://www.naturalhistorynetwork.co.uk/
freelancers/david-wright


